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Incognito Singing Waiters
West End and opera singers masquerading as
guests, chefs or waiting staff
Available For:

• Live Performances

MAKE AN ENQUIRY

About
Incognito Singing Waiters are the ‘Master Chefs’ of the entertainment world. Combining the most exquisite
ingredients; extraordinary staff, creative genius, hand-picked crème de la crème West End, Broadway and opera
stars and most importantly, YOU. Then, masterfully, they blend these together; devising, creating then serving a
sumptuous, mouth-watering feast of unrivalled entertainment.
Their incredible team of West End or Broadway stars will arrive at your event ‘incognito’, masquerading as waiters,
chefs, guests, event staff, photographers... anything you can imagine. At the agreed moment, an ‘interruption’ will
occur, which will create a mixture of emotions amongst your guests, that may include shock, confusion and/or
concern. One by one, the stars reveal their true identity through song, exposing the ruse. f
The fee includes discussions with their Creative Director who will design a start and show that suits both your
needs without taking away from the impact the show delivers. This unique entertainment is pure class, lots of fun,
and will be talked about for weeks, months and years to come!

Performance
Each performance will be tailored just for your event, right down to the repertoire and who the performers will be.
With some of the biggest names in the West End, Broadway and opera world on their books, Incognito can
accommodate all musical tastes. They recommend combining the timeless elegance and class of opera with the fun
and the charm of musicals with the power of popular music for a unique and unforgettable experience.
Songs range from operatic classics, to rat pack, rock and pop classics, and all the much loved party music from the
decades. If you’re a fan of musicals and movies then Incognito can deliver your favourite hits from your most loved
shows and films. Chicago? Les Miserables? The Greatest Showman? Consider it done!

Video

Testimonials




WOW WOW WOW! From start to finish,
a team of talented professionals who
truly know how to bring the room to life!
they left our guests begging for more! A
run through of London's West End
musicals that hit every note on point!
can’t wait for the next one!

Incognito Singing Waiters are highly
professional throughout the conception
phase and widely open to any
performance implementations you can
imagine. They surprised every single
person in the room on stage and
delivered an unforgettable performance
for everyone. Would I recommend them
for any other event? Absolutely yes!

Chic Alors, Wedding

Eventery Live, Corporate

TAGS FOR INCOGNITO SINGING WAITERS

Musical Comedy

Musical Cabaret

MAKE AN ENQUIRY

Opera

